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AbstracL Electron bunch requirements for single-pass saturation of a Free-Electron
Laser (FEL) operating at full transverse coherence in the Self-Amplified Spontaneous
Emission (SASE) mode include: 1) a high peak current, 2) a sufficiently low relative

energy spread, and 3) a transverse emittance &[r-m] satisfying the condition &<2 / 4n,
where A [m] is the output wavelength of the ~L. In the insertion device that induces the

: coherent amplification, the prepared electron bunch must be kept on a trajectory
sufficiently collinear with the amplified photons without significant dilution of its
transverse density. In this paper we discuss a Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) based
on a high energy accelerator such as, e.g., the 3krn S-band structure at the Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center (SLAC), followed by a long high-precision undulator with

superimposed quadruple (FODO) focusing, to fulfill the given requirements for SASE
operation in the 1000~- 1A range. The electron source for the linac, an RF gun with a
Iaser-excitd photocathodes featuring a normalized emittance in the 1-3 mm-mrad range, a
longitudinal bunch duration of the order of 3 ps, and approximately 10-9 Cbunch, is a
primary determinant of the required low transverse and longitudinal emittances.
Acceleration of the injected bunch to energies in the 5-25 GeV range is used to reduce
the relative longitudinal energy spread in the bunch, as well as to reduce the &ansverse

emittance to values consistent with the cited wavelength regime. Two longitudinal
compression stages are employed to increase the peak bunch current to the 2-5 kA levels
required for sufficiently rapid saturation. The output radiation is delivered, via a grazing-
incidence mirror bank, to optical instrumentation and a multi-user beam line system.-..
Technological-rquirements for LCLS operation at 40~, 4.5A, and 1.5A are examined.
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1.INTRODUCTION

The basic physical mechanisms underlying the onset and exponential
amplification of FEL gain have been discussed in prior literature by numerous
authors (1,2,3,4,5). From among the many different types and classes of FELs it
has-proved useful to distinguish those that operate: 1) with vs. without an extemd
optical cavity, and 2) at beam energies and particle densities at which Coulomb
effects within the beam are negligible vs. non-negligible. Further distinctions may
be drawn depending on whether or not an external radiation train is introduced at
the beginning of the amplification process (viz., seed light amplification vs.
SASE); with respect to the details of the structures employed to guide and
enhance the growth of gain (e.g., the Optical Wystron (OK), harmonic generation
schemes, etc.); and the source of the particle beam driving the FEL (e.g., storage
ring vs. linac). Since the 1970s a wide variety of FELs included in a number of
these categories have been developed and operated in the infrared (~) through the

. .
ultraviolet (UV) regimes (6). Heretofore, extension of FEL operation to
increasingly higher photon energies has been inhibited by a number of factors
critical to the gain process. First, significantly increased particle densities, or
beam currents, are required to maintain the interparticle interactions underlying
the growth of gain. Second, the energy spread of the particles in the beam must be
kept sufficiently small so that the radiation field that they generate and through
which they interact remains sufficiently monochromatic (coherent). Third, most of
the radiation generated by the particles must be physically confined to the lasing
phase-space volume, a condition expressible by the criterion &s A/ 4z, viz., the
emittance of the particle beam must be substantially dominated by the wavelength
of the amplified light.

In recent years, a number of technical developments has made it possible to
consider FEL schemes wherein these and other factors could be satisfied down to
x-ray wavelengths of the order of 1~ (7). First, RF electron guns with laser-
driven photocathodes and normalized emittances in the 1-3 mm-mrad range have
been designed and operated. Assuming particle beam energies E as high as 50
GeV, viz., y factors ( y = E/ n,c’) approaching 105, the possible fulfillment of the
emittance criterion with the use of, e.g., a high energy linac is evident. Second,
assuming that the energy spread, a~, of the particle bunch emitted from the

cathode stays relatively constant, the multi-GeV acceleration following the gun
can be used to significantly reduce the relative energy spread, o~ i E, of the beam
to values required for efficient gain amplification. Third, longitudinal
compression stages in the acceleration cycle, such as have been developed and
utilized, e.g., at the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) at SLAC (8), can be employed
to increase the peak current (i.e., the particle density within the bunch) to values
required for efficient gain stimulation. Finally, progress in undulator and focusing
lattice technologies, in particular at 3rd Generation Synchrotron Radiation-..
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Sources (9), can now yield insertion devices of sufficient length and quality to
maintain the cited beam conditions during the FEL amplification process.

Given these developments, a multi-institutional collaboration has been
established to study the feasibility ’of utilizing a portion of SLAC’s 3 km linac as a
driver for an x-ray FEL. Since highly efficient reflector arrays are presently
unavailable in this spectral regime, the basic operating mode assumed for this
~L has been either SASE or seed-light amplification designed to saturate the
gain in a single pass through the undulator. The design of this x-ray source,
referred to as the LCLS (“Linac Coherent Light Source”), has been structured as
an R&D facility for the development and utilization of x-ray lasers (see Fig. 1).

LCLS Schematic Ovemiew
Experimental
Stations
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Gun Electron Beam Dump
5-947362A2

FIGURE 1. Proposed component layout of the LCLS experimental facility at SLAC.

The activities of the research group have focused on a number of areas
associated with the various systems indicated in the layout. These include
theoretical and design studies of 1) the FEL gain process in the insertion device;
2) emittance control and beam transport in the RF gun, the longitudinal bunch
compressors, and the linac acceleration sections; 3) the insertion device and its
auxiliary beam focusing and monitoring systems; and 4) the optical beam line
instrumentation. In the following sections we will review selected aspects of these
studies.

2. PHYSICAL CHAWCTEWSTICS OF THE LCLS

The basic energy transfer mechanism in the SASE FEL is dependent on the
interaction of the free electrons with the combined undulator and radiation fields.
At the proper phase the kinetic energy of electron motion induced by the
undulator is transferred to the radiation field. Once this energy exchange begins
favoring a particular wave field (out of the large aggregate of waves generated by
the randomly distributed electrons) the process becomes regenerative; viz., an

- initially weak bunching fluctuation coherently enhances the field, which in turn
induces stronger bunching, etc., until limiting effects lead to saturation. In the
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multi-GeV energy regime of the SLAC LCLS, Coulomb effects play a minor role
in this process. For m N-period undulator of length ~ and a pe~ bunch current
ZP, an analysis of gain amplification in the bunch (5) leads to an estimated total
output power of ~Or[GW]s 1000EIP i N, from which the potential performance of
the SASE FEL can be assessed.

Theoretical and numerical studies of the LCLS have focused on the various
factors and mechanisms underlying the growth of the bunching process. Using the
codes FRED and G~GER ( 10), FRED3D and TDA3D (11), and NUT~G (12),
gain in both transverse and helical undulatory, including the effects of external
focusing, beam phase space distributions, and field errors, has been simulated for
various FEL schemes. These include: 1) SASE on the 1st and 3rd harmonics of a
single undulator, 2) SASE on the 1st harmonic of an Optical ~ystron (OK)
configuration, and 3) harmonic amplification of seeded light and SASE through a
series of harmonically tuned undulatory. Theoretical analyses and code
development for increasingly refined simulations of gain startup from noise, field
tapering, and the effects of undulator field harmonics on gain are dso in progress.
Basic parameter sets from three single-undulator case studies are listed in Table 1.

. Table 1. Parameters for three LCLS cases : FEL1 (40~ \ FEL2 (4.5A) FEL3 (1 .5A)

Normalized emittance ~ [mm-mrad]
Peak current IP [kA] *
Electron beam energy E [GeV]
o~ / E PA]
Pulse duration Gor [fs]
Repetition rate [Hz]
Undulator period lU [cm]
Peak field BU~
Saturation !ength LU [m]
Peak coherent power [GW]
Average coherent power [~
Energy/pulse [mJ]
Coherent photons/pulse (xl 013,
Approximate Bandwidth BW) [Ye]

4Peak brightness*’ (xl 03 )
Average brightness** (xl 021 )
Transverse size [microns, FWHM]***
Divergence angle [prad, FWHM]***

3.5
2.5
7

0.02
300
120

8.3
0.76
60
10
0.4
3
6.6
0.1

5
2
80
25

1

5
15

0.02
150
120
4.0
1.6
40

100
1.4
12
3.3
0.1
500
100
30
10

1

5
25

0.02
150

120

4.0
1.6

70
40
1.6
5
0.5
0.1
500
100
20
5

*Bunch charge in all cases is 1 nC; **Photons/s/mm 2/rnrad2/0. 170BW; ***At exit of undulator

3. W GUN Am BEAM TRANSPORT

A typical ~ gutiinjectordesignunderpresentstudyat SLAC consistsof a
- UV laser-excitedC52Tephotocathodes(13) followed by a 1.6 cell S-bandcavity
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and acceleration of the bunch up to 50MeV. The development of a working
prototype using codes such as SUPERFISH (14), ~ACA, and PARMELA (15)
to study the effects of cavity geometry on beam transport is in progress in
collaboration with groups at the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA),
the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), and the Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL). Emission parameters anticipated for the find structure include
a lnC charge, a 3ps (WHM) length, and a lmm-rnrad normalized emittance.

Following injection, the bunch passes through a first (2.5x) compressor at
70MeV, an acceleration up to about 7GeV, a second (4x) compressor, and a find
acceleration up to the LCLS operating energy. The number of compressions, their
energies, and the compression factors are selected to minimize the bunchs energy
spread, emittance growth, and time and intensity jitters (16). In simulations of the
beam acceleration and compression, a number of known emittance degradation
effects and possible methods for their control are under continuing study. These
include: 1) transverse and longitudinal wakefield effects associated with the RF
and passive accelerator components, 2) optical dispersion effects, and 3) the
effects of random misalignments of the transport lattice components.

4. THE LCLS INSERTION DEVICE

Use of a linac allows for a minimal aperture in the LCLS insertion device, in
principle down to a few millimeters. Limiting factors include: 1) the proximity of
the magnetic material and vacuum duct walls to the e-beam’s bremsstrahlung and
synchrotron radiation cones; 2) complications associated with Beam Position
Monitor (BPM) and vacuum engineering; and 3) undulator type (helical vs.
transverse). For the undulator parameter ranges studied for various LCLS cases,
viz., 2< K i 6 and 2.5Crns 1. S locrn, the available gap range and the sub-~z

repetition rate allow a wide range of candidate technologies to be considered (see
Fig. 2, left). Practical issues associated with the various technologies include: 1)
cost factors such as, e.g., undulator materials and device length; 2) the
attainability of 0.1 Yo-O.270 field errors within a single gain length; and 3)

constraints on the external focusing lattice design. In recent studies, e.g., it has

been found that: 1) helical superconducting configurations (bifilar ( 17) or linear

(18)) lead to the shortest structures; and that 2) a transverse pure permanent

magnet (PM) design with adequate field quality and sufficiently strong focusing

(19,20) could be developed from proven 3rd generation storage ring technology

(Fig. 2, right). Substantial experience in the design and operation of transverse

FEL undulatory based on electromagnetic (E&M) DC technology has been

acquired at LLNL (21). Other important factors in the construction and operation

of LCLS insertion devices include field control, metrology, and alignment.

These issues are being studied and are likely to entail the development of novel or
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improved techniques (22,23) for reliable operation. A vital aspect of the LCLS as
an x-ray source is the tunability of its spectral and polarization properties. In
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FIGURE 2. Candidate LCLS undulator technologies and parameter regimes (left) and a
section of a 60m PM insertion device (gap=l .5cm; period=8cm) for a 40~ LCLS (tight).

addition to being tunable with the linac energy, the lasing frequency, as well as
the polarization, can be controlled by the undulator. A possible mode of operation
would be to induce bunching in an initially transverse insertion device, and then
pass the beam through the final few gain lengths in a field-controllable structure
such as, e.g., a pulsed-Cu field synthesizer (18).

-.

5. LCLS BEAM LINE OPTICS

The temporal, peak power, brightness, and spectrd-angulm parameters of the
LCLS are all critical to its beam line and end-use experimental designs (24). A

graphical display of both the spontaneous and coherent (angle-integrated) photon
flux distributions generated by the three LCLS cases of Table 1 is shown in Fig. 3.
The opening angle of the coherent FEL peaks ([(1+ K*)1Ni]”z J~i for the 1st
harmonic) is at least a factor ~ smaller than that of the spontaneous
background. For K = 6 the total power in the spontaneous spectrum, which is seen
to extend out to the vicinity of the l~th harmonic, can be comparable to or even
greater than the power under the coherent peaks. Due to the low average linac
current, the time-averaged LCLS power is relatively small, of the order of 1W.

From the output parameters in Table 1 it is evident that a coherent photon
- ‘Pulse at normal ~nci~ence can deposit of the order of lev per atom for
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absorptivities (25) and penetration depths typical of solid state materials in the x-
ray range. This level of energy loading, which can be shown to lead to the
enhanced probability of lattice damage, can be reduced by decreasing the angle of.
incidence, ei, on the optical surface (see Fig. 4, left). This leads to the notion of

LCLS PEAK AND AVERAGE PHOTON FLUX VS PHOTON ENERGY

(Ni = number of periods (i=l ,2,3); K=6 for i=l ,2,3; linac pulse frequency 120Hz)

E,{kev]=l .3xl Oq:h[cm]

m2(lw,=5kA)

m,(lwa,=2.5kA)
7
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FIGURE 3. Energy-normalized spectral flux curves for three LCLS undulatory.

multiple reflections at grazing incidence to deflect the LCLS beam by a total
angle 6~. For m reflectors with equrd reflectivities R ( Rs 1), indices of refraction
n = 1-6 + ik, atomic densities #[cm-3], and vertical penetration depths 6P[cm] of
the order of 2/4*, an absorbed-energy parameter, q [eV/atom], can be defined

$for a given peak power, PP..~N], ~d incidentbe~ larneter~WICrnl:

(1)

Selecting, e.g., q~ sO.01, a criterion suggested by earlier experimental work at
SSRL (26), parameter studies of eq. (1) indicate that grazing incidence arrays
“(Fig. 4, right) of practical size and economy
peaks of the LCLS down to 1A wavelengths.

7
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FIGURE 4. Multiple grazing incidence geomety (left) and practical configuration (right).

. . The design of beam line instrumentation for experimental applications (e.g.,
monochromators, beam splitters, delay lines, etc.) to further control the spectrd-
angular, temporal, and coherence properties of the LCLS beam is expected to
present both significant challenges and opportunities. As an example, the
diffraction-limited source volume of the LCLS should allow the use of efficient
monochromators configurations in which the beam itself is the entrance aperture.
Due to potential damage effects and the extreme brevity of the radiation pulses,

however, special techniques such as beam expansion and compression, or novel
elements such as multi-phase or dynamical optics, may need to be developed to
attain the desired spectral profiles, resolving powers, and efficiencies (27).

6. SU~ARY

As indicated in Fig. 5, the peak power, brightness, and temporal properties of
the LCLS are expected to open important new regimes for x-ray science and
technology. Two workshops for exploring such possibilities have recently been
held at SLAC (27, 28). The first focused on an LCLS and various applications in
the 40~ range, with an emphasis on imaging techniques such as, e.g., single-shot
holography of biological samples. The subsequent workshop, emphasizing LCLS

sources and applications in the 4.5A-1.5A regime, has generated significant
interest in areas such as surface and liquid-phase chemistry, materials science,
structural biology, and non-linear physics. New techniques and extended
parameter ranges in time-resolved, structural, and coherence studies have been

considered. These include the possibility of real-time studies of fast chemical
reactions and phase transitions; real-time lattice dynamics studies using spectie

interferometry; structural analysis using the spontaneous LCLS spectrum for Laue
- ‘diffraction; and mqltip~e-beam techniques for holographic tomography. Studies
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Wavelength (nm)
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FIGURE 5. Comparison curves contrasting the average spectral brightness (left) and the
peak coherent output power (right) of the LCLS with alternative coherent and quasi-

coherent sources spanning the visible through the sub-1 00keV x-ray regimes.

of these and other possibilities, including issues related to sample damage, are
currently in progress.
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